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Basic Aptitude: Moderate
The candidate is above average in basic aptitude, moderate in communication, and will probably be able to execute his duties well. The candidate is moderately
recommended as he/she is likely to exhibit the desired competencies required to perform well in the job.
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Basic Quantitative Aptitude: Very High
The candidate has excellent grasp of numerical concepts and his/her ability to understand numerical information is very good. The candidate understands numerical
formulas and concepts and can very well interpret this information in a logical, rational output.

Verbal Ability: Moderate
The candidate has an above average level of acquisition of vocabulary and can conveniently select or apply appropriate words in response to simple sentences. He/she is
aware of grammatical parts of speech, such as nouns, adjectives and prepositions and knows their usage. He/she is able to frame complex sentences as his/her choice of
tense is likely to be error free.

Basic Reasoning: Very Low
The candidate has very poor ability to understand logical information. He/she is unable to understand tables, patterns, rotation of diagrammatic objects and cannot address
Conclusions and Arguments. He/she is uncomfortable in interpreting information in a logical, rational way and will be unable to analyze data precisely.

Attention To Detail: High
The candidate is able to grasp errors with high level of speed and accuracy. He/she has adequate patience and focus required to be comprehensive in executing tasks.

Job Recommendation
Operations - Executive: Moderately Recommended
Operations - Executive
The candidate has average level of aptitude and basic communication skills. He/she is 'Moderately Recommended' for job roles that require average level of
communication skills and calculation ability.

Operations - Associate: Moderately Recommended
Operations - Associate
The candidate is average in fundamental calculations and has basic communication skills. He/she is 'Moderately Recommended' for job roles that require average
level of communication skills, reasoning, problem-solving and calculation ability.

Operations - Associate

